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International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, It& 

Received 15 June 1987 

The hamiltonian formulation of the supermembrane theory in eleven dimensions is given. The 

covariant split of the first and second class constraints is exhibited, and their Dirac brackets are 

computed. Gauge conditions are imposed in such a way that the reparametrizations of the 

membrane with divergence-free 2-vectors are unfixed. 

1. Introduction 

A supermembrane action in eleven-dimensional spacetime with a nontrivial 

fermionic symmetry and manifest spacetime supersymmetry has been recently 

constructed [l]. A consistent truncation of this action on a circle has been shown to 

yield the action for the type IIA superstring coupled to the vectorlike N = 2 

supergravity in ten dimensions [2]. Furthermore, it has been recently shown that the 

vacuum energy of the semiclassically quantized fluctuations around a topologically 

stabilized toroidal background is vanishing [3]. Although these developments are 

encouraging in quest for finding massless states in the spectrum of the supermem- 

brane, several questions remain unanswered. In particular, not much is known about 

the infinite dimensional rigid symmetries of the supermembrane which are analo- 

gous to the super-Virasoro symmetries of the superstring. These symmetries are 

naturally expected to play an important role in the understanding of the spectrum 

of the supermembrane. 

A natural framework for studying the Virasoro-like symmetries of an extended 

object is the hamiltonian formalism. In string theory, the first class constraint given 

by the traceless energy-momentum tensor, T,, = 0, has the classical Poisson 

bracket, {T++, T,,} = T,,, with no field dependent “structure constants”. The 

Fourier expansion of T,, = C,L, elno defines the Virasoro generators, L,, which 

obey the usual Virasoro algebra. 

In membrane theory, the first class constraints generate the reparametrization of 

the three-dimensional world-volume swept by the membrane. Unlike in the string 
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case, the Poisson bracket of two first class constraints which generate time repa- 

rametrizations involve the field dependent factor a,Xpa,X,, where a = 1,2 labels 

the spacelike coordinates of the world-volume, and X” are the membrane coordi- 

nates [4]. Therefore, the search for Virasoro-like symmetries will not only involve 

harmonic expansions in the two-dimensional membrane parameter space, but also 

finding an appropriate method to treat the field dependent “structure constants”. 

The main goal of this paper is to find the explicit form of the full constraint 

algebra, and the super-Poincare generators. We show that the theory allows a 

natural covariant (in the sense of the target space) split of the first and second class 

constraints (the latter are those which do not generate any symmetries). We impose 

gauge conditions which respect the reparametrization of the membrane by diver- 

gence-free vectors. These transformations have a unit jacobian, and are the ana- 

logues of the constant u-translations of the closed superstring. We perform the 

reduction of the degrees of freedom down to 8 bosonic X-variables, 8 conjugate 

momentum variables, and 16 fermionic variables. 

The results of this paper should provide a convenient starting point for the 

quantization of the supermembrane, and the analysis of its spectrum. 

This paper is organized as follows. In sect. 2, we give the supermembrane action 

and its invariances. In sect. 3, the hamiltonian formalism is set up, and the primary 

and secondary constraints are found. In sect. 4, we separate the first and second 

class constraints in a covariant fashion, and we calculate their Dirac brackets. In 

sect. 5, we fix all the symmetries of the supermembrane but the ones which are 

generated by divergence-free 2-vectors, as mentioned above. In the same section, we 

also give the Dirac brackets of the transverse degrees of freedom and their equations 

of motion. Sect. 6 is devoted to conclusions. Our conventions are given in the 

appendix. 

2. The supermembrane action and its symmetries 

The action for the closed supermembrane in flat eleven-dimensional spacetime 

is [l] 

where IIf = (II:, IIF) with 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

and the membrane tension is set equal to unity. [’ = (7, u, p) (i = 1,2,3) are the 

coordinates, and gjJ is the metric of the world-volume, $” is a 32-component 
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Majorana spinor. (X”, #“) are the coordinates of the eleven-dimensional superspace. 

The super 3-form B is such that dB = H, with all components of H vanishing 

except Hwvolp = -i/3(&,)+ Solving for B, one finds 

B = 
BYP 0, BP,,= -$(r,,& (2.4) 

B CL4 = -~(rpYJ/)(auYh' (2.5) 

B = & -~i(r,,~),,(r~~)p(r"~)y), (24 

where (r+)E = I’&J,a. (For our conventions, see the appendix.) Substituting 

(2.4)-(2.6) into (2.1), one obtains 

x (qq + iII;qrla,+ - @rpajq $ruak+)] . (2.7) 

The action (2.7) is invariant under the following fermionic transformations [l] 

6X’= i$r”(l i- r)K - i$r%, (2.8) 

aJ/=(l+r)K+&, (2.9) 

a(fig’/) = 2iqi + r)r,, a,+ g”(‘EJ’k’n;n; + 

2i 
-~rl.~a,~,fl;~mn(~~~)~~ 

3J-g 

x (KPP”W,h + CP,“g”, + gmpgnq) 3 (2.10) 

where K = K( T, (J, p) is the parameter of the local fermionic transformation, and E is 

the constant parameter of rigid supersymmetry transformations. K and E are 

32-component Majorana spinors and world-volume scalars [5]. The function r is 

defined by 

(2.11) 

On-shell r satisfies the relation r2 = 1, and therefore i(l L- r) become projection 

operators. 

The action (2.7) is also invariant under the bosonic transformations given by 

6x~=qiaix~+rgx~+ay (2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
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where 17 = q( 7, u, p) is the parameter of the general coordinate transformations (i.e. 
reparametrizations) of the world-volume, and (f,, = - IyB, UP) are the constant 
parameters of the d = 11 rigid PoincarC transformations. 

The algebra of the K-transformations closes on-shell. For a detailed discussion of 
this and several other properties of the supermembrane theory, we refer the reader 
to the second reference in [l]. 

3. The covariant hamiltonian formalism 

In the hamiltonian formulation of reparametrization invariant systems, it is 
convenient to parametrize the metric in terms of a shift vector N”, and a lapse 
function N as follows (see for example ref. [6]). 

g, = - N2 + yabN”Nb, go, = gao = Y,bNb, 

g ub = -fob) J-s=Nfi. (3.1) 

8 m= -N-2 > g 
ou - 

-g 
00 = NUN- 2, 

ET 
ab_ ab 

-Y - N”NbN-2. (3.2) 

Here, yub (u = 1,2) is a 2-metric, yubybC = S:, and all variables depend on r, (T and 
p. In terms of these variables the action (2.7) is readily found to be 

I = /d’.$ [ $fiN-1flg170, - fiNaiT’n~fl,, - :fi(ynb - N”NbN-l)fl:nbp 

where .&2 = -Ed’ = 1. 

The canonical variables are (X“, I/?, N, N”, yub) and their conjugate momenta, 
(P,, Pa, II, II,, Dab), which are given by 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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where 

191 

(3.9) 

We can solve for the velocity 2” from (3.4), but we cannot solve for the velocities 

qa, 8, I@ and Pa’ from (3.5)-(3.8). Therefore we have the primary constraints [7,6] 

F,:=P,+i(~r”),P,+S,~O, (3.11) 

Q:=flZo, (3.12) 

fi(2,:=n,=o, (3.13) 

9,, := III,, = 0. (3.14) 

These constraints are “weakly zero”, meaning that they may have nonvanishing 

Poisson brackets with some canonical variables [7,6]. We must now require that the 

constraints (3.11)-(3.14) are maintained in time, i.e. their Poisson brackets with the 

hamiltonian is weakly zero. The hamiltonian is given by 

+ N”II;( Pp- S,) + 2T, + /XL? + YL’, + YbO,, 1 , (3.15) 

where the Z’s are Lagrange multipliers. The Poisson brackets of two arbitrary 
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functions, A and B, of the canonical variables is defined by 

{A,B}:=/dodp (-I)A+l&~+(-I)AB+B$$ 
a a 

6A 6B 6A 6B 6A 6B SA 6B 
j--SP+--+-- 

p 6N13n 6N”SII,+Sy”hS11,, 

-(-l)““(A*B) , (3.16) 

where the grading A = 0 for bosons, and A = 1 for fermions. In particular, 

{N(t)J@‘)} =62(5-t’), {N”(t), h(F)} = @a*(5 - t”), 

{YU”wJLf(~‘)} =t(sps,“+s,bs~)~2(~-5/), (3.17) 

where the brackets are evaluated at equal times, and therefore < stands for u and p. 

Requiring that the hamiltonian, (3.15), has weakly vanishing Poisson brackets 

with the primary constraints 9, Q, and QQb, defined in (3.12)-(3.14), one readily 

finds the secondary constraints, 

cp:=:(P,-S,)(P”-S’)+fyy”b~~lI,,-:y-o, (3.18) 

The Poisson bracket {F,, H} is far more complicated. We find that it does not 

lead to any new constraints, but it enables us to solve for the Lagrange multiplier 

$(l - r);_xp = Z”. Multiplying the secondary constraints cp, qa and qab with the 

Lagrange multipliers A, A, and Aoh, respectively, and adding them to the hamilto- 

nian, (3.15), we obtain the total hamiltonian 

W=!dodil[i~~+~~~+(r..+nY)~~+~~+=~~~+=+~F~~ 

1 . (3.21) 
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One should now verify that the secondary constraints (3.18)-(3.20) are also 

maintained in time, i.e. their Poisson bracket with H’ vanishes weakly. We find that 

{ Qah, H’} = 0 enables us to solve for the Lagrange multiplier _Zub, while the 

requirement that { qah, H’} = 0 enables us to determine the Lagrange multiplier 

A crh. The Poisson brackets of the hamiltonian H’ with the remaining constraints are 

weakly zero. Thus, there are no new (tertiary) constraints and the constraints 

(3.11)-(3.14) and (3.18)-(3.20) f orm a complete set. In the next section we shall 

separate them into first and second class constraints and calculate their Dirac 

brackets [7]. 

Note that in the hamiltonian (3.21), the Lagrange multipliers A, A,, ,Z’, Z,, and 

_.X are still undetermined. This is 

fe:mionic invariances of the theory. 

a consequence of the reparametrization and 

4. The first and second class constraints and their Dirac brackets 

The first class constraints are those which generate infinitesimal transformations 

that are the symmetries of the theory. Denoting the first class constraints by QR, 

their Poisson brackets are weakly zero, { GR, as} = 0, which means that the right- 

hand side is proportional to constraints. Any other constraint is second class. 

Denoting the second class constraints by x,, their Poisson bracket is of the form 

{xr,xJ = cm, (4.1) 

where “ = ” means “modulo constraints”, and C,., is an even dimensional nonsingu- 

lar matrix which is a function of the canonical variables. Our task is to compute C,,. 

We can then compute the Dirac brackets of any two canonical variables, A and B, 

which is defined as [7] 

{A, B}*= {A, B} -~dE'dS"{~,X,(E')}C~i'S(E':E"){X,(~")~B}. (4.2) 

Note that the Dirac bracket is defined such that {A, x,.}* = 0, for any A. In fact, 

it is this property which allows us to take Cril to be modulo constraints in (4.1) and 

(4.2). 

After a long calculation we find that the second and first class constraints of the 

theory are the following: 

Second class constraints 

(4.3) 

(4.4 

(4.5) 
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First class constraints 

A,:= +(I + r)( P - ~P,PI) + S + 4ifI”‘Il~r, a,$) = 0, (4.8) 

T, := Il;( P, - Sp) + 2Dcd a,n; II,, 

+ 2 yb’C3&, + a,$ x = 0 ) (4.10) 

where X = A, + A_. The term proportional to the constraint D,, in (4.5) and the 
terms proportional to the constraint A, in (4.9) (4.10) are added for convenience, 
while the terms proportional to the constraint L?,, in (4.8) and the terms propor- 
tional to the constraints tinob and A_ in (4.9), (4.10) are necessary to render the 
constraint T, T, and A, first class. The matrix r is defined in (2.11). It can be 
written in terms of the canonical variables as 

and it satisfies the relation 

(4.11) 

r2 = 1 - 2y-‘T + y -‘TUT, + second class constraints. (4.12) 

Note that the fermionic first and second class constraints are separated in an 
SO(lO,l) covariant manner. This separation deserves some comments. First, one 
finds that 

(F,(5), Fp(5’)) = a*(6 - Z’)[ -2i( p, - s,)(Wl - I>>,, + 2i(rF,)agy-1e”“ZI~ 

(I& - $yI@cd~Cd - (P” - S+&)] . (4.13) 

From this equation it is clear how to separate the first and second class fermionic 
constraints covariantly. Defining F, = +(l + r)F, from (4.13) it readily follows that 
{F+, F,} ~0, while {F-, Fp} . IS an invertible matrix of rank 16. Thus, F_ are 
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second class constraints, and F, are first class constraints provided that they have 

weakly vanishing Poisson brackets also with the other first class constraints. This 

last property is easily obtained by adding to F, the term proportional to the 

constraint L@, as in (4.8). Similar features have been encountered before in the 

hamiltonian formulation of the Green-Schwarz superstring [8]. 

We now turn to the evaluation of C,. The only nonvanishing Poisson brackets 

between the second class constraints, (4.3)-(4.Q are 

{Xa_(&hP([‘)} = -2i(p,-s,)(r”(l-r))*Ps’(~-~,), (4.14) 

{ &&>, cp,d(t’)} = - f(YocYbd+ YbcYadP2(5 - ‘5’). (4.15) 

A simple calculation yields the result, 

[($-s,)~‘(l-r)]-lz:y-l[(P,-s)~‘(l-r)], B (4.16) 

which can be used together with (4.1) (4.2) and (4.14) (4.15) to find the Dirac 

bracket 

{AJI}*= {A,B} -j-dodp {-4&,}~"'~~~b~cdrB~ 

+ dadp {A,(Pab}yUCybd{ficd~ B, 
/ 

-$i dadp{A,X_)y-‘(P,-S,)r”(A-,B). 
J 

(4.17) 

The second class constraints, (4.3)-(4.5) have weakly vanishing Dirac brackets 

with any canonical variable. Therefore they can be set strongly equal to zero. Thus, 

we are left with the task of evaluating the Dirac brackets of the first class 

constraints, (4.6)-(4.10). On the right-hand side of (4.17) after computing the 

Poisson brackets, any second class constraint encountered can be set strongly equal 

to zero. Moreover, since the Poisson bracket of a first class constraint with a second 

class constraint yields combination of constraints, the last three terms in (4.17) are 

quadratic in constraints, when A and B are first class constraints. However, any 

quadratic constraint evidently has weakly vanishing Poisson brackets with any 

canonical variables, and therefore is second class. Thus, in evaluating the Dirac 

brackets of two first class constraints the last three terms in (4.17) can be set 

strongly equal to zero. 
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The only nonvanishing Dirac brackets of the first class constraints (4.6)-(4.10), 
which we find are the following: 

m), T(e)}* = V2(5- [I>[( YY%)(~) + (YY”“T,>(~~)], (4.18) 

{ W), T,(0)* = 2 Q2([ - E’)W + a2($ - [‘> a,q‘$>, (4.19) 

K(5), ~&‘)}* = V2(< - W,(5) + a$‘(< - WXF), (4.20) 

{~+(Wxf’)}*= %s’(~-F)h+(G +S2@-$‘) U+(E), (4.21) 

{h+(t), T(8)* =@(l +r) a,$T,s2((-[') + a,li(,$-6’) 

+$iPr,x+ a,$rpa,q+ aienhr,,h+a,~r~~a,~](5), (4.22) 

{x+,(t)> A+p(t’)}* 

=s2(5-[~)((rp(i +r))~8[Y~1(~'-~')~-~~~u] - (r,(l +r)),pnguoh 

x(a,J/x+)+ 2iX+,,[(l+ r)r~a,lr/]8)~7h~yyah+Y~1Eab 

x(rqi +r>>.,(aJr~+)p,- s,)n,,- iy-bah 

x (I;,,~+),J(l +r)rPa,&(~- sp)n;;+ fiy-WCd 

(4.23) 

Clearly T and T, generate the general coordinate transformations in the three- 
dimensional world-volume of the supermembrane, and A, the local fermionic 
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transformations. The content of (4.18)-(4.23) can be expressed schematically as 

{%)> WV*)) = a(%) > (4.24) 

{a(V), a(K)} = +‘) + 8(71’) > (4.25) 

{ %)r ~(‘5)) = +3) + ‘%h (4.26) 

The notation is self-explanatory. The second term on the right-hand side of (4.25) 

arises because of the admixture of the first class constraint X, in the definition of 

the first class constraint T, as in (4.9). 

The s,upermembrane theory is also invariant under the rigid d = 11 super-Poin- 

care transformations. The generators of these transformations are the momentum 

P,, the Lorentz generators Mpy and the supercharge Q“ which can be computed by 

standard methods. The result is 

~~.=/dodp(X,P,-X,Y,-:PT,,~), (4.27) 

Q = /da dp [ iPprp$ + P + E”&,# 

5. Gauge fixing and the reduction of degrees of freedom 

In the hamiltonian formalism gauge fixing is done by imposing new constraints, 

G,, such that all the first class constraints, GR, become second class. This means 

that the gauge conditions must satisfy the relation {G,, @s’s> * 0. Consequently, all 

the conlstraints in the theory become second class, and therefore all of them can be 

imposed as strong equations, provided that we use Dirac brackets. In this procedure 

the zero modes, if any, must be handled with care. They correspond to the unfixed 

(residuall) rigid symmetries. 

A convenient set of gauge conditions which are similar to the light-cone gauge 

conditions for the Green-Schwarz superstrings are 

G,:=X+-pP,+7zo, G,:=p+-po+ =Q, (5.1) 

G:=N-1~0, (5.2) 

G”:=N”zQ, (5.3) 

G*:= (r++)a+ fiy-'(P,-S,)(r+rph_)"+ $iyp'(P,- s,J(r+rpA+)a, (5.4) 
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where P: is the constant mode of Pi. The last two terms in (5.4) are added so that 

the only nonvanishing Poisson bracket of G, is with the first class constraint h,,. 

In practice this does not complicate matters: Since the second class constraints are 

set strongly equal to zero after brackets are evaluated, effectively we will be working 

with the simple gauge condition r’$ = 0. 

The only nonvanishing Poisson brackets of the gauge conditions (5.1)-(5.4) with 

any other constraints are 

{G,(t), T(F)} = Po+a2(t - t’> > (5.5) 

P2cs TM} = p,t a,s2(t - e>, (5.6) 

{Ga(t)> X+&‘)} = +(r+(l + r));s’(t - t?), (5.7) 

{G(t), W’)} = S2(5 - t”), (5.8) 

{Go(t),&(F)} -W2(kt’). (5.9) 

From these brackets, the nature of the symmetries fixed by the gauge conditions 

is rather transparent. Actually not all symmetries are fixed by the gauge conditions, 

(5.1)-(5.4). This is so because the curl of the first class constraint drops out of (5.6). 

Therefore while vaTa is second class, e”“v,T,, is still a first class constraint. From, 

/ { d5’ fy- 1’2~Ub~0Tb(~f), XP(,$)} = -e+-1/2ahfarrXP, (5.10) 

where f (7, u, p) is an arbitrary transformation parameter, we see that the first class 

constraint eabvaTb generates the reparametrizations 6X’ = vi a, X”, with 7’ = 0 and 
no= -y -1’2Eubdbf(T, 6, p) [9]. 

Finally, if the membrane is connected but not simply connected, there will be 

certain global constraints which remain first class. They arise as follows. According 

to Hodge theorem (see for example ref. [lo]) a vector on an arbitrary compact 

manifold can be decomposed into divergence free, curl free and harmonic parts. 

Harmonic vectors are curl and divergence free vectors, and there are as many 

harmonic vectors as the first Betti number of the manifold. Now, a compact 

Riemann surface of genus g, which is the membrane we are considering here, has 

the Betti number 2g. Therefore considering the Hodge decomposition of ‘p, we see 

that there are 2g global constraints #T,dl”, where 1 is any one of the 2g noncon- 

tractible loops on the membrane. Note that the part proportional to v,T’ drops out 

in the integral, so that one is left with the harmonic part of T”, provided that 

E”‘v,T,, = 0. 
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In summary, given the gauge conditions (5.1)-(5.4) the only first class constraints 

remaining in the theory are 

cl == E”~v,T~ = 0, (5.11) 

C, := T,dl”‘“’ z Q, w=l ,...,2g. (5.12) 

Note that (5.12) has the same content as (5.11) for contractible loops. Of course, 

this situation is also encountered in the lagrangian formulation [3]. 

At this stage the constraints (4.3)-(4.9), vaT” = 0, and (5.1)-(5.4) are second 

class, and therefore they can be set strongly equal to zero. Consequently, the total 

hamiltonian, (3.21) reduces to 

a,f T, + 2 c,cjT,dl”‘“’ 
w=l 

Pp- s,m (5.13) 

where f(r, u, p) is an arbitrary function, and the harmonic part of A” denoted by 

A% is multiplied by 2g arbitrary constant coefficients c,. 

We could consider fixing the diffeomorphisms generated by C,. This can be 

achieved, for example, by the gauge conditions X’ - p = 0 and P1 1 ~=(ro = 0. How- 

ever, in that case the Dirac brackets become enormously complicated. Therefore, we 

choose not to fix the symmetries generated by Cr. The price one has to pay is the 

necessity to impose the constraints C, and C, on the states as physical conditions; 

C, ]phys) = C,]phys) = 0. 

From the second class constraints (4.3)-(4.5) (4.8) and (5.1)-(5.4) all of which 

are now set strongly equal to zero, we solve for the unphysical variables, 

x+=po+r, P’=P,+, r++=0, (5.14) 

N”=O, N=l, (5.15) 

Y ob= a,x. a,x, (5.16) 

where boldface indicates the nine-dimensional transverse directions. From T = 0 we 

solve for Pp: 

P_= s-+ & p2+yI, 
0’ 

(5.17) 
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while, from vaTa = 0 we solve for X-1 

X-=X; +A-‘v” i&r- 8,qb-t -$h’,X.P , [ (5.18) 
0 1 

where X; is an integration constant and A = v”c~,. There remains the second class 

constraint h = 0, which determines the conjugate momentum P completely, 

P=iP,R-S. (5.19) 

In summary, the independent canonical variables are X, P, Xc, Pz and 

I”r-4. Imposing the first class constraints (5.11) (5.12) on a physical state in 

X-space (the wave function) leads to 8 independent X-variables. The Fourier 

transform of the state then yields a function of 8 independent P-variables. There- 

fore, the physical phase space actually consists of 8 X-variables, 8 P-variables and 

16 fermionic variables P, half of which behave as a conjugate fermionic momenta 

since { r+r-#, T+T-#} * 0. 

With the second class constraints given in (4.3)-(4.9), voT” = 0 and (5.1)-(5.4) 

we find that for the gauge fixed theory the Dirac bracket (4.2) is given by 

{AB}*= {AB} -j^dudp[{~,~,,}y”~yh~{~cd,B} - {AT}@‘,+)-’ 

x{G,,B} + {A,vJa}(&+ v”~,.)-~{G,,B} 

-{A,3,}yah{Gb,B} - {A.il}{G,B} -iiyp’ 

x{A,h_}(P,-S,)r”{h~,B} +i{A,G}(Pz)-’ 

x(P,-S,)r~{h+,B}-(-l)AB(At*B)]. 

(5.20) 

In order to put the basic Dirac brackets into simple form, we make the following 

field redefinitions 

*i:=x;-pp, (5.21) 

X := ( po+y2r+ry. (5.22) 

With these redefinitions, the only nonvanishing Dirac brackets between the 

canonical variables are 

{x~(5),P”(~‘)}*=~,“~2(~-~‘), pL,vf f, (5.23) 

{f&P,+}*= -1, (5.24) 

{x*(t), xJ(‘)} * = i(r+)iS2(5 - (‘1. (5.25) 
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The equations of motion for an arbitrary function A of canonical variables and 

time are given by 

/i=(A,H)+g (5.26) 

= {A ff}* + /d’t’{ &dS’)}(&f{ G,(F), ff} + g (5.27) 

-l/2& a,j + z c,y$4 I J,A + /d’E’ {A, cp([‘)} + g. (5.28) 
w=l 

It is important to note that in (5.26) the hamiltonian is the one given in (3.21) 

since the Poisson bracket is used. However, in (5.27), since we have rewritten (5.26) 

in such a way that we have a Dirac bracket, all the second class constraints can be 

set strongly equal to zero in the hamiltonian, which therefore reduces to the 

expression (5.13). Note also that, of all second class constraints, only G, survives in 

(5.27), due to the fact that it is the only constraint which contains an explicit time 

dependence. 

From (5.28) we then find the following field equations: 

k=naa,x+p, (5.29) 

P=naa,p+ a,(yfbabx) +&abaag-rabx, 

i{ =o, 

(5.30) 

(5.31) 

P,+ =o, (5.32) 

i = na aax - iPb a,x. rabX, (5.33) 

where P denotes the I’-matrices in 9 transverse dimensions, and v,A” = 0, whose 

solution is 

Aa = _y-i/2Eab a,f _t 2 c,A$w). 

w=l 

(5.34) 

Here, A$, is the harmonic part of A”. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper we have computed the algebra of constraints in the eleven-dimen- 

sional supermembrane theory. We have shown explicitly how to separate the first 
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and second class fermionic constraints in a covariant fashion. We have imposed 

gauge conditions which fix all the symmetries of the theory (i.e. reparametrization 

and the fermionic symmetry) except the reparametrizations &J” obeying the rela- 

tion, 

S[O= 0, v,(W) = 0. (6.1) 

It was convenient to preserve this residual symmetry of the hamiltonian (fixing them 

leads to exceedingly complicated Dirac brackets), and to impose the constraints 

implied by (6.1) on states. We have performed the reduction of the degrees of 

freedom down to 8 X-variables, 8 associated canonical momenta, and 16 fermionic 

variables. We have computed the Dirac brackets of the transverse degrees of 

freedom and their equations of motion. 

The results of this paper should provide a convenient starting point for the 

quantization of the supermembrane, as mentioned in the introduction. Solving the 

theory exactly at the quantum level seems to be rather difficult, at present, mainly 

due to the nonlinearities in the field equations and in the constraint algebra. 

Nonetheless, one can utilize semiclassical quantization methods, as in ref. [3], to 

probe the theory. We believe that already at that level the theory is likely to exhibit 

rich structures. 

One of the basic problems involved in the quantization is the normal ordering 

problem. Suppose that we work with the gauge unfixed theory. We must show that 

with a certain normal ordering scheme the constraint algebra and the super-Poin- 

care algebra are maintained at the quantum level. (In string theory, the latter 

symmetry would be manifest in the covariant formalism but not in the supermem- 

brane theory due to the nonlinearities in the generators.) Of course, one must take 

into account the ghost contributions to the constraints. Instead, if we choose to 

work in the light-cone gauge in which all symmetries apart from (6.1) are fixed, then 

we must show that the rigid super-Poincare algebra and the residual symmetry 

algebra, 

hold at the quantum level. Here, the ghost contribution to the constraint must be 

taken into account. 

The nontrivial commutators of the super-Poincare algebra are [M’-, M”-] = 0, 

and { r_r+Q, r_r,Q} = T+P-. The expressions for the generators M’- and 

I’_r+Q are furnished by eqs. (4.27) (4.28), (5.14) and (5.16)-(5.19). 

Any nonclosure in the constraint or super-Poincare algebra should signal the 

presence of anomalies in local or global reparametrizations and/or fermionic 

invariances of the theory. In this context, we note that it is not clear how to write 

down a lagrangian for massive regulator fields which would respect the fermionic 

invariance. 
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As far as the Virasoro-like symmetries of the supermembrane are concerned, 
although a lot remains to be done, we note that Hoppe [9] has already interpreted 
the reparametrizations of the bosonic membrane by divergence-free 2-vectors as 
infinite parameter symmetries which are related to the SU(N) algebra for N + co. 
Note that the closed string analogue of these transformations are the constant 
u-translations generated by $T’dZ” = #(T++ - T__)da = N - N= 0, where N and 
g are the number operators for the left and right movers. 

Two of the authors (E.B.) and (Y.T.) would like to thank Professor Abdus Salam, 
the International Atomic Energy Agency and UNESCO for hospitality at the 
International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste. 

Appendix 

NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 

Signature of g’j = ( - + + ) , g = det g 
‘J ’ (A4 

Signature of qpv = ( - , ++++++++++), W) 

$12 = - 1 ljk is a tensor, (A-3) 

&jksmnP = g( glmgjngkp + 3 more), (A.4) 

{FJ, r”} = 277py, pt = ppp (A4 

r*= fi(r”+ PO), 64.6) 

(r+)2 = (r-J2 = 0, (r+, r-j = -2, (A.7) 

Ga = C”4/+ ) 4, = VC~, 9 cap= -C,,, C”k&= -iYy, (A.@ 

&==tro, (xrul,...u”X)t = -xr”l...v”x for any n, 64.9) 

jg = x,x*, xr,x = x,( r,) “,xp, etc. (A.10) 

(Anti)symmetrizations are with unit strength, e.g. r”” = $(rl*r” - ryIp). 
(ry a, p, (rqaB are symmetric, (ryuB is antisymmetric. 
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